2006 Adult Team Rep Meeting Minutes
Agenda items discussed:
1. Regionals - 1st place each division $750
2nd place each division $500
Angelo provided Regional dates and location. April 21st and 22nd at the Great Lakes Center in Aurora (8 courts so teams
should not be cut)
If there are not enough teams to validate running a Regional tournament (ex: Men's AA) the prize money will still be
distributed.
(2. Division Reps - Due to agenda item from Executive Board meeting regarding Adult reps vs Jr reps, we delayed the
voting in of new Adult reps.
3. Women - the women will continue to run tournaments in 2007 the way we have done for the past few years. Teams
will register AA, A, BB/B and the tournaments will run as follows: If you have enough teams to run separate 5 pool
divisions, they do so. If not, then run AA/A together and BB/B together. No Gold and Silver playoffs and AA teams DO
NOT have to finish 1st in pool to advance.
4. Men - the men will continue to run as they did last year. We will run the divisions combined (Men's tournaments)
provided there are at least 3 courts. (I will be sending an email to the TDs to further explain and will forward to you all).
No Gold and Silver playoffs and AA teams do not have to finish first in pool to advance.
Ex: If you are running a 'Men's Tournament' under the new structure this year (Men's AA/A/BB run all together) you have
the option to run separate divisions within that tourney if you so desire and if you get entries sent in in enough time to
accommodate this. Say you are running 3 courts for the men's tourney. You get 3 AA teams, 2 A teams and 10 BB
teams. You can run 2 courts of Men's BB separate from the 1 court of Men AA/A. -OR- if you get 5 Men's AA teams, and
7 BB and 3 A, - you run the 3 A and top 2 BB went into a pool and the other 5 BB were in their own pool- there would
then be 3 divisions in this scenario above and the prize money would be divided amongst the 3 divisions.
5. 4 team pools - the adults decided if you are running a 4 team pool, that pool will play 3 games, 2 to 21 and 3rd game to
15. You will play all 3 games.
6. Team entries are taken on a first come first serve basis for all divisions. Teams cannot be bumped.
7. Ranking of Jr teams - the TDs will be instructed to call Donna Smith or Dean Hoskin for feedback on the Jr team. This
will alleviate TDs ranking Jr teams above A teams just because the Jr team entered in the AA division.
8. Uniforms - numbers need to be on the center of the front and back of shirts. The size of the numbers can remain at 4"
front and 6" back.
9. Rule of 2 - will remain in effect for all GLR tournaments but will not be in effect for Regionals.
10. Clubbing - not allowed during the regular season, due to rule of 2. Clubbing is allowed at Regionals, however, one
player cannot play in multiple divisions for Regionals.
11. It was asked that TDs notify the teams upon receipt of check, so teams know they are accepted into the tourney. I will
notify the TDs.
Thanks
Paula McAleese

